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250Hz
32 ms
16
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41
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8,  linear spread
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type
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Kiel CD1, read speech
K61

Phonemes, vowels and consonants are defined linguistically and represented acoustically in a speech 
sequence. However, phonemes might also be explained by their psychoacoustic relevance. This study 
compares the presence of vowel boundaries within the waveform between standard time -frequency analyses 
and analyses based on auditory filter models. Both auditory imaging based on a gammatone filterbank [2,6] 
and LPC-formant estimation based on short-term Fourier transformation do not resolve clear 
vowel boundaries. 

In order to implement automatic segmentation by hidden Markov models, a pitch-synchronous auditory 
analyses is proposed. Voiced speech is generally modeled as a sequence of glottal pulses filtered by the vocal 
tract [1]. A speech sequence can be interpreted as a series of impulse responses of the vocal tract filter. In 
the analysis each speech period was extracted by a peak-search algorithm, containing a speaker specific 
decision process. Each period was padded to a sequence and  
frequency -domain filtered by a set of auditory ROEX-filters [4], with bandwidths based on the ERB-scale [3]. 
The position of peaks and valleys of the resulting auditory representation are compared to the peaks and 
valleys obtained by LPC-formant analysis for three sets of stressed German vowels of read speech 
(/a/,/I/,/aI/). Both methods result in temporal edges within the first three periods.
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fig 1.  Short term Fourier transform based frequency analyses
The Signal is framed in a discrete set of windows (in graph: 
Hanning window). The temporal spread of an impulse is equal 
to the shape of the window. The temporal spread is not 
reduced by decreasing the frame distance. Sufficient spectal 
resolution requires a frame length of typical 8ms.

  

fig 2. Gammatone filterbank (used as first stage in auditory 
model)
A signal is filtered by a set of IIR-filters with an impulse 
response as given by:
      
     h(t) = b^n t^(n-1) exp(2 pi b t) cos (2 pi fc t + phi)

where 
b decay rate of the ‘gamma’ function,
n the filter order
fc the center frequency of filter
phi the phase of  the ‘tone’ function 

The decay rate is chosen such that the 4th order filter’s 
bandwidth equals the auditory ERB*-scale. Zero derivative of 
the envolope is found at:

         t1 = 0,        t2 =

The filter process is generally not reversable. Decisions made in 
further stages of the auditory model (e.g. hair cells, mid-brain 
representation) can not feed the original signal back.

 

 n-1 / 2 pi b

 
*ERB: Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth, estimated by a 
psychophysical notched noise experiment.
Cambridge scale: EarQ=9.26449, minimal bandwidth =24.7
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                                                                      for t>=0  
                     h(t) = 0 
                                                                      for t<0

fig 3. Equivalent Rectangular Duration  (ERD)

(8ms hanning window)
blue dots,  rise time of gammatone filters 
(center frequencies as used in analysis below) 

The ERD describes the temporal integration of the auditory 
system caused by forward - backward masking. The data 
shown are measured by Plack and Moore (1990) [5] at three 
sets of levels:

green circles,  ERD at   64-49 dBSPL
green squares, ERD at  54-39 dBSPL
green triangles, ERD at  44-29 dBSPL

These values are compared to the temporal spread of the short-
term Fourier analysis (Hanning window) and to the rise time of 
the gammatone filterbank.

red dots, time spread in discrete Fourier transform bins 

fig 4.  Periodical speech analysis
Voiced speech is modelled by a sequence of harmonic glottal 
pulses filtered by the vocal tract. One period of the fundamental 
frequency (F0) is supposed to represent maximally one relevant 
spectrum. Subperiod frames might not contain the first 
response of the glottal pulse, and low energetic parts might be 
masked.

The graph shows eleven periods that are automatically 
extracted* from the German word  “bald”, which contains the 
stressed vowel /a/.

lowest line (blue),
         last period before start of the vowel 
2nd to 11th line, 
         periods that coincides with the vowel
         (manually segmented, Kiel Corpus)

The length of the period (T ~[9.2ms, 7.9ms]) represents the 
rise and fall of the fundamental (F0 ~[110Hz,130Hz]). The 
shape of each period is associated with the formant structure of 
the vowel (F1: dT~[1.7ms, 2.2ms], F2: dT~[0.8ms, 0.6ms]) 

* Period extraction by a peak search algorithm.
The highest positive peak above a reference level, within a 
rectan gular frame is returned. The frame length or maximal 
fundamental is estimated speaker dependently. Errors (<5%) 
are reduced with a peak-amplitude continuity trap (error result 
<1%) and  a frequency continuity trap (not implemented yet).

[Parameters in graph] 
minimal peak level: -40dB (max. 0dB), 
framelength: 4ms  (i.e. F0<=250Hz), 

fig 5.  Spectral analysis 
For each period the spectral contents is estimated in two ways:

Discrete Fourier transformtion (DFT)
>N equals the number of samples of the period
>the signal is implicitely repeated to infinity
>each harmonic is centered at a frequency bin
>periods of different lengths are difficult to compare

Fast Fourier transformtion (FFT)
>N equals a power of two (analysis below: N=512, dT=32ms)
>the signal is padded and centered within the frame
>each  frame is windowed (below: hanning window)
>pe riods of diffenent length can be compared
>harmonics do not concide with FFT bins

fig 7.

fig 8.

 Results 

The peaks and valleys of the 41 auditory filters of the FFT-
method are compared with a 16th order linear prediction 
coefficient (LPC) formant estimation. For each period the 
position of peaks and valleys of the auditory representation is 
counted. A larger amount of peaks than valleys indicates a 
formant.

blue bars/green pointers 
(#peaks - #valleys), for each auditory filter

red lines 
counted poles of the LPC-filter within the same frequency bin 
(max. 1 per bin).

0x-axis, center frequency ( not scaled)
y-axis, period ranging from zero (before vowel start) 
           to the last period of each vowel
z-axis, number of peaks counted (not normalized) 

The number of LPC-peaks is compared to the number of 
auditory peaks for all frequency bins, periods and vowels. 

The period analyses described above were applied to three sets 
of stressed  German vowels, read aloud by a male speaker 
(total N=397).

fig 6. Roex spectral filters

             |H(f)|2 = (1+ p g ) exp( -p g)

                          g = | f-fc / f  |,  p =  2 *fc / B

where 
fc center frequency of the auditory filter
B filter bandwidth, set to the ERB-scale 

for DFT analysis (fig6a)
blue pointers, amplitude of frequency bin
red dots, phase of frequency bins 
green line, roex-filter output centered at each DFT bin
 
The auditory spectrum is a tilted and smoothed version of the 
DFT spectrum. The phase is not considered.

for FFT Analysis (fig6b)
The auditory spectrum of the DFT can be approached by a 
finite set of roex filters. In the analysis 41 filters are applied, 
spread over five octaves (fc = [250Hz, 8kHz]). For each octave 
8 filters are spread linearly, such that their center frequencies 
correspond to that of 8 FFT-bins.

blue pointers, amplitude of frequency bin
red dots, output of 41 auditory roex-filters

A set rounded-exponential functions (roex) describes the 
auditory representation of a spectrum (Patterson et.al., 1980):
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